Breakfast for the Homeless
2017
Goes Extremely Well
The United Way Breakfast for the Homeless went very well and was
attended by approximately 200 plus individuals, family members and
most important homeless. This number was provided by our own Mr.
Sausage Counter Mr. Rick Plummer better known as (two Sausage Only).
Ricks meticulous ability to account for each and every sausage this is
cooked not only at the Homeless breakfast but the Posts Friday
breakfast as well, has reduced our cost of sausage by millions of dollars
per year.
Many of the Post #100 members were in attendance and not only cooked
breakfast but served as well. To those in attendance thanks for a job
well done.
Pictured on the Right: Mr. Two Sausages only checking on
The amount of sausages in the bag!!! Well done!!!!

Note: If you think you have the talent and physical stamina to take on
one of these very demanding jobs please see Tom Hernandez and see if
you make the cut. Mr. Overby’s job is permanent so you are prohibited
from applying.
We have more pictures of Mr. Bill on his cell but all in attendance
decided that beating a “dead horse to death” was cruel and unusual
punishment for the horse? (On the weekends Bill does continuous
calling for a large phone company that only calls you at supper time
between 5pm and 10pm. We understand he is their top performer. And
by the way the Harley Hog was just fine!!!!

Serving Veteran’s and their Familes
One Veteran at a time.

Tom Hernandez again this year acted as our lead spokesman at the
United Way meetings but made sure that all cooks and servers did not
eat the goods. We thank Tom for his ability to get us on this very
worthwhile project. Tom also acted as the plate counter, set up
supervisor, and all around spokesperson for the event. Tom does
announcing and dance lessons on the weekend for cash donations.
The event starts with the crew arriving at approximately 5:30am and ends
at around 10:00am when the Lyons come onboard and feeds lunch.
Cooking starts as soon as the equipment is set up and hot. This year,
Mr. Randy McCord also known at (Pancake Harry) was in fine form
making delicious, golden brown, fully cooked pancakes even in the
foggy, very cold weather. He demonstrated the military training of
perseverance that it takes to accomplish this demanding job. Mr. Bill
Brown (also known as the posts Long Sausage Chef) was again this
year’s head sausage chef, with many years of dealing with long
sausages. Approximately 26 bags of sausages were cooked and Mr.
Plummer (Two Sausages Only) as on site supervisor to make sure that
each and every sausage was cooked to perfection and was accounted
for.
Our Post Commander was as usual shaking hands with all of the
important visitors, distinguished guest, and homeless that he knows
before he found a job with the military and retired. Many of his jobs
consisted of mixing the pancake batter, this year without fish in it as a
past years mistake caused many of the homeless to refuse the pancakes
and go hungry instead. Bill spent a lot of time on the cell phone to check
on his Harley Hog which he left at home and was concerned about it
being cold. Well Done Bill!!

The following are some pictures of those who were present at this year’s
breakfast.

Pictured Left to Right: Joes Neves, Bill Overby and Randy McCord
“Pancake Harry”

Mr. Tom Hernandez (El Jefe) with the United Way director, Mr. Two Sausages
Only Rick Plummer, Joe Neves in the back, and Bill Overby on the cell phone.

Pictured Left to Right: Bill Overby (on the Cell phone) Bill Brown (Mr. Long
Sausage), Paul McKinney, and Stan Hess

Pictured from the Right: Mr. Bill Overby and his very loveable, and passionate
cell phone (get a room)

